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Abstract
A hypergraph H is a sum hypergraph i there are a nite S N+ and dmin ; dmax 2 N+ with
1<dmin6dmax such that H is isomorphic to the hypergraph Hdmin ;dmax (S)=(V;E) where V :=S
and
E:=
(
e S: dmin6jej6dmax and
X
x2e
x 2 S
)
:
We prove that the sum number of a hypertree (:= connected, non-trivial and cycle-free hyper-
graph) is equal to 1, if a certain condition for the cardinalities of the edges is fullled. c© 2000
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction and basic denitions
Harary [13] introduced the notion of sum graphs in 1988. In recent years, Harary
and a lot of other authors published papers dealing with sum graphs, dierence graphs,
product graphs and similar types of graphs (cf. [1,3{28]).
In the following, we generalize the idea of sum graphs to hypergraphs.
All hypergraphs considered in this article are supposed to be nonempty and nite
without loops and multiple edges. In standard terminology we follow Berge [2].
By H= (V;E) we denote a hypergraph with vertex set V and edge set EP(V ) n
f;g; furthermore, N is the set of natural numbers and N+:=N n f0g.
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Let S N+ be nite and dmin ; dmax 2 N+ such that 1<dmin6dmax.
Hdmin ;dmax (S) = (V;E) is called the (dmin ; dmax)-sum hypergraph of S i V = S
and
E:=
(
e S: dmin6jej6dmax and
X
x2e
x 2 S
)
:
Furthermore, a hypergraph H = (V;E) is a sum hypergraph i there exist S N+
and dmin ; dmax 2 N+ such that H is isomorphic to Hdmin ;dmax (S).
In analogy with the same notion for graphs, by =(H) we denote the sum number
ofH, i.e. the smallest number such thatH[fv1; v2; : : : ; vg is a sum hypergraph, where
v1; v2; : : : ; v 62 V are isolated vertices.
As usual, the hypergraph H = (V;E) is called d-uniform i d 2 N+ and
jej= d (8e 2 E).
Consequently, a sum graph (in the sense of the papers cited above) is a 2-uniform
sum hypergraph.
First of all, in the current publications on sum graphs we nd many investigations of
generalizations and modications of sum graphs: generalized sum graphs [1], product
graphs [4], mod sum graphs [5,9,27], strong sum graphs [6], graphs from rings [11],
dierence graphs [13], sum graphs over the integers [14] or integral sum graphs
[7,22], and sum graphs over the reals [15].
Secondly, there are a lot of results on the sum number of certain classes of graphs:
for complete graphs [3,6], for complete bipartite graphs [3,16], for trees [8], for paths
and caterpillars [13], for wheels [17,21], for cocktail party graphs [20], for graphs
of small sum number [23] and for arbitrary graphs as well as for other classes of
graphs [10]. In [12] Hao describes some relations between the sum number and degree
sequences. The sum number of special classes of hypergraphs is determined in [26]
and [28]. In [18,19] results on integral sum numbers for caterpillars, cycles, wheels
and complete bipartite graphs can be found.
For graphs Ellingham [8] proved that non-trivial trees have sum number  = 1. In
Section 2 of our paper we generalize this result for hypertrees, where a connected
hypergraph H= (V;E) is called a hypertree i H does not contain any cycle. Under
a special assumption for the minimum and the maximum cardinality of the edges of a
given hypertree H (it is not necessary to restrict ourselves to uniform hypergraphs in
this case) we give an algorithmic proof of (H) = 1.
2. Theorem and algorithm
In the following, we consider only non-trivial hypergraphs. Then it is clear that no
connected hypergraph is a sum hypergraph.
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Denition. A sequence w = (v0; e1; v1; e2; : : : ; et ; vt) with t 2 N; fv0; v1; : : : ; vtgV;
fe1; e2; : : : ; etgE and
8k 2 f1; 2; : : : ; tg: fvk−1; vkg ek and vk−1 6= vk
is called an edge sequence of the hypergraph H.
Let w = (v0; e1; v1; e2; : : : ; et ; vt) be an edge sequence of H with pairwise distinct
edges e1; e2; : : : ; et . w is said to be a path i the vertices v0; v1; : : : ; vt are pairwise
distinct, too. Moreover, w is a cycle i t>2; v0 = vt and v0; v1; : : : ; vt−1 are pairwise
distinct.
A hypergraph H is a hypertree i H is connected, non-trivial and cycle-free.
For any given hypergraph H = (V;E), we use the notations dmin:=dmin(H) :=
minfjej: e 2 Eg and dmax :=dmax(H) :=maxfjej: e 2 Eg. Then it is easy to see that
H= (V;E) is a sum hypergraph i there is an S N+ with H ’Hdmin ;dmax (S).
Since Ellingham [8] demonstrated (T )=1 for every non-trivial tree T , it is sucient
to verify the followingTheorem for all hypertreesHwithdmin> 2 (anddmax< 2dmin−1).
Theorem. If H= (V;E) is a hypertree and dmax< 2dmin − 1; then (H) = 1.
Let H = (V;E) be a hypertree with dmin> 2 and dmax< 2dmin − 1. We have to
show that H+:=(V [ fxg;E) is a sum hypergraph where x 62 V is an isolated vertex
in the hypergraph H+.
To verify the theorem, we construct a labeling r of V [ fxg such that the set
S of the vertex labels denes a (dmin ; dmax)-sum hypergraph Hdmin ;dmax (S) of S with
Hdmin ;dmax (S)’H+. The vertex labeling r :V [fxg!N+ induces a mapping r :P(V[
fxg)! N+, where for each M V [ fxg we dene
r(M):=
X
v2M
r(v):
Before formulating our labeling algorithm in detail, we want to give a rough de-
scription of the main idea:
In the algorithm, we label the vertices of H edge by edge. Whenever a vertex gets
its label, we add it to a set L (the set of labeled vertices).
Major steps:
 after initialization (i.e. labeling the vertices of the rst edge similarly as described
below for the other edges):
 we choose an edge e which contains exactly one labeled vertex x1 (since H is
a hypertree, such an edge must exist as long as H has unlabeled vertices),
 one of the unlabeled vertices (x2) of this edge is labeled by the sum of the
labels of the vertices of the last completely labeled edge, the other vertices
(x3; x4; : : : ; xjej) get labels greater than the sum of the labels of all vertices of L;
 we repeat these steps until all vertices are labeled;
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 we add an isolated vertex x to H and label it by the sum of the labels of the
vertices of the last completely labeled edge.
Algorithm.
let H0 = (V 0;E0) with V 0 = ; and E0 = ;;
while H0 6=H do
choose an edge e 2 E n E0 such that H0 [ e:=(V 0 [ e;E0 [ feg) is a hypertree;
let k:=jej and e = fx1; x2; : : : ; xkg;
if V 0 = ; then fr(x1):=1; L:=fx1g; :=10; g
else assume e \ V 0 = fx1g;
r(x2):=; L:=L [ fx2g;
for i = 3 until k do
r(xi):=10  r(L);
L:=L [ fxig;
end for;
:=r(e);
H0:=H0 [ e;
end while;
r(x):=:
Now, using the algorithm, we are able to verify the theorem.
Proof. First, we apply the algorithm to H= (V;E).
Then, investigating the vertex labeling constructed in our algorithm, we show that
the hypergraph H+ = (V [ fxg;E) is a sum hypergraph.
We call those vertices xi with r(xi) =  in the algorithm -vertices and others
-vertices. Assume the vertices are labeled in the order
v1; v2; : : : ; vn = x; i:e:; r(v1)<r(v2)<   <r(vn):
Then, for i>3 the following statements hold:
(1) If vi is a -vertex, then r(vi)>r(fv1; v2; : : : ; vi−1g).
(2) If vi is a -vertex, then r(vi)> 2r(vi−1).
(3) For any vertex vi, r(vi)>r(vi−1) + r(vi−2).
(4) If vi is an -vertex, then r(vi)< 2r(vi−1).
The proofs of (1){(4) are immediate conclusions from the algorithm. Note that we
need dmin> 2 for the verication of (3) for -vertices. To (4) we remark that if vi is
an -vertex, then vi−1 must be a -vertex.
For convenience, we write the vertices v1; v2; : : : ; vn into
v1; vj1 ; A1; vj2 ; A2; vj3 ; A3; : : : ; vjt−1 ; At−1; vjt ; At ; vjt+1 ; : : : ;
where vjt is the tth -vertex (i.e. the tth x2 in the algorithm) and At is the tth set
fx3; x4; : : : ; xkg in the algorithm; further let vit be the tth x1 in the algorithm. Then,
r(vjt+1) = r(vit ) + r(vjt ) + r
(At) for t>1:
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To verify the theorem, we only need to prove by induction that for any vi and
M fv1; v2; : : : ; vi−1g, if r(vi) = r(M) and jM j< 2dmin − 1 then M 2 E.
By (1), we may assume that vi is an -vertex vjt+1 with t>1. Then
r(M) = r(vjt+1) = r(vit ) + r(vjt ) + r
(At):
Again, by (1), At M . Then
r(vit ) + r(vjt ) = r
(M n At):
Case A: vit 2 M and vjt 2 M . In this case, M = fvit ; vjtg [ At 2 E.
Case B: vit 2 M or vjt 2 M , but not both. In this case,
either r(vit ) = r
(M n At n fvjtg) or r(vjt ) = r(M n At n fvitg);
which implies jM j− jAt j−1>dmin by the induction hypothesis. Hence jM j>jAt j+1+
dmin>2dmin − 1, a contradiction.
Case C: vit 62 M and vjt 62 M . In this case, t>2 and
r(M n At) = r(vit ) + r(vjt ) = r(vit ) + r(vit−1 ) + r(vjt−1 ) + r(At−1):
Again, by (1), At−1M n At . Then
r(vit ) + r(vit−1 ) + r(vjt−1 ) = r
(M n At n At−1)
and, consequently, even t>3 follows.
Case C.1: vjt−1 62 M nAt nAt−1: In this case, (3) gives that jM nAt nAt−1j>3, which
implies jM j>2dmin − 1, a contradiction.
Case C.2: vjt−1 2 M n At n At−1: In this case,
r(vit ) + r(vit−1 ) = r
(M n At n At−1 n fvjt−1g):
Eqs. (2){(4) give that jM n At n At−1 n fvjt−1gj>2, which implies jM j>2dmin − 1, a
contradiction.
Obviously, as a next step of investigation it would be interesting to determine the
sum number of classes of hypergraphs with cycles, e.g. hypercycles, hyperwheels,
hypercacti, etc.
We conjecture that the existence of cycles makes the situation more complicated.
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